
Appendix 1A

Lesson 1 - signs for stations



Morocco
Judeo-Arabic



Eastern Europe
Yiddish



Turkey
Ladino



Italy
Judeo-Italian



United States
Jewish English



Tajikistan
Judeo-Tajik (Bukhori or Bukharian)



Appendix 1B
Lesson 1 - Information sheets for stations



Judeo-Arabic

Spoken In: Morocco, Spain, Iraq, Yemen, 

Egypt, Israel, elsewhere in the Arabic-

speaking world

Spoken By: a shrinking population, as 

many Jews have emigrated from Arabic-

speaking countries. It is sometimes not able 

to be understood by non-Jews outside of the 

community, and often used specifically with 

a Jewish audience in mind. Speakers 

sometimes refer to it as “our language” 

(illuḡa dyalna) or “our Arabic” (il‘arabiyya). 

Time Period: has existed in some form 

from before the eighth century to the present

Similar To: Arabic

Influence From: Hebrew, Aramaic

Writing System: uses the Hebrew 

alphabet



Yiddish

Spoken In: Central and Eastern Europe, 

and the places to which people immigrated 

from there, including the United States

Time Period: approximately 1300 - present

Similar To: German

Influence From: Hebrew, 

Aramaic, Slavic languages (Polish, 

Belorussian, Ukrainian, Russian), 

and other languages.

Writing System: Hebrew characters, 

though sometimes with different 

pronunciations

Spoken By: less than 2 million people 

(estimated), mostly Ashkenazi Jews. In the 

US, it is spoken daily and taught to children 

in some Orthodox and Hasidic 

communities. Otherwise, not many people 

speak it as their primary language. 



Ladino

Spoken In: The Balkans, Turkey, Israel, 

Morocco, Europe, United States

Spoken By: Jews originating from Spain, 

and especially those who lived in the 

Ottoman Empire and North Africa after 

being expelled from Spain in 1492. Various 

distinct communities formed among 

speakers, and they developed regional 

dialects like Eastern Judeo-Spanish and 

Western Judeo-Spanish.

Time Period: before 1492 - present

Similar To: Spanish

Influence From: Hebrew, Aramaic, 

Turkish, Greek, Balkan languages, 

French, Italian 

Writing System: sometimes in Hebrew 

letters, sometimes in Latin alphabet

(also known as Judeo-Spanish, Judezmo, Hakitia~Haketia [in 

North Africa], Spanyolit/Espanyolit [in Israel])



Judeo-Italian

Spoken In: Italy Similar To: Italian

Influence From: Hebrew

Writing System: Hebrew alphabet

Spoken By: Italian Jews living in distinct 

Jewish communities, particularly in Rome 

and Puglia in Central and Southern Italy. In 

the form of Judeo-Italian used in Medieval 

times, one common use was for literature and 

translations of religious texts.

Time Period: 10th century - present



Jewish English 

Spoken In: United States of America, 

Canada, United Kingdom, South Africa, 

Australia, New Zealand, Israel

Spoken By: millions of people - mostly 

Jews in English-speaking countries, who 

differ in region, generation, religiosity, and 

gender. Orthodox Jews mainly speak a 

version of Jewish English that is very similar 

to Yiddish and Hebrew, while less religious 

Jews may speak a version that only differs 

from non-Jewish English by the inclusion of 

a few Yiddish and Hebrew words.

Time Period: 1900 - present day

(also known as Judeo-English, Judaeo-English, Yeshivish, 

Frumspeak, Yinglish, Hebrish, Hebraized English, יהודיתאנגלית )

Similar To: English

Influence From: Yiddish, 

Textual Hebrew, Modern Hebrew; 

also Aramaic, Ladino, Judeo-

Arabic, and other languages.

Writing System: English writing system, 

and occasionally Hebrew words inserted in 

Hebrew letters.



Judeo-Tajik

Spoken In: Central Asia (Tajikistan, 

Uzbekistan), Israel, United States, Austria, 

Germany, Canada

Spoken By: Bukharan Jews. About half of 

today’s speakers are over 40 years old. At one 

point, it became forbidden to publish in 

Judeo-Tajik in (now former) Soviet regions 

like Tajikistan, Uzbekistan, and Russia. Now, 

in Israel, some newspapers print in Judeo-

Tajik, and some radio programs and 

performances use the language as well.

Time Period: 18th century - present

(also known as Bukhori or Bukharian)

Similar To: Judeo-Persian, Tajik

Influence From: Hebrew, 

Aramaic, Russian, Yiddish, Uzbek

Writing System: Hebrew, Latin, and 

Cyrillic alphabets



Appendix 2
Lesson 2 - Sentence comparison worksheets



Activity 1: Here is a sentence in a non-Jewish language. Circle or highlight each word in the non-
Jewish language in a different color.

Name: Date:

We do all those routines to entertain the groom and bride.

English

Version A



Activity 2: Here is a sentence in a Jewish language. It means the same things as the sentences in 

the corresponding non-Jewish language from Activity 1.

Use the same colors you used for the non-Jewish language, if you see any of the same words. For 

example, if you circled “we” in red in the English sentence, you should also circle it in red in the 

Jewish English sentence. When you get to a word that is different, put a box around it in a new color.

Name: Date:

We do all those routines to entertain the groom and bride.

Jewish English

We do all that shtik to be mesameach the chatan v'kala.

Version A



Activity 1: Here is a sentence in a non-Jewish language. Circle or highlight each word in the non-
Jewish language in a different color. Circle or highlight the corresponding words in the translation 
with the same color.

Name: Date:

Il   a     crié    sur moi. 

French

He has yelled at me.

Version B



Activity 2: Here is a sentence in a Jewish language. It means the same things as the sentences in 

the corresponding non-Jewish language from Activity 1.

Use the same colors you used for the non-Jewish language, if you see any of the same words. For 

example, if you circled “Il” in red in the French sentence, you should also circle it in red in the 

Jewish French sentence. When you get to a word that is different, put a box around it in a new color.

Name: Date:

he  me has   yelled

Jewish French

Il     m’a    crié.

He has yelled at me.

Version B



Activity 1: Here is a sentence in a non-Jewish language. Circle or highlight each word in the non-
Jewish language in a different color. Circle or highlight the corresponding words in the translation 
with the same color.

Name: Date:

čto   ty   xočeš' mne skazat'?

Russian

what  you wish       me     tell

What do you wish to tell me?

Version C



Activity 2: Here is a sentence in a Jewish language. It means the same things as the sentences in 

the corresponding non-Jewish language from Activity 1.

Use the same colors you used for the non-Jewish language, if you see any of the same words. For 

example, if you circled “čto” in red in the Russian sentence, you should also circle it in red in the 

Jewish Russian sentence. When you get to a word that is different, put a box around it in a new 

color.

Name: Date:

what you have          me      tell

Jewish Russian

čto   ty   imeješ' mne skazat'?

What do you wish to tell me?

Version C



Activity 1: Here is a sentence in a non-Jewish language. Circle or highlight each word in the non-
Jewish language in a different color. Circle or highlight the corresponding words in the translation 
with the same color.

Name: Date:

Mi suegra         me    aborrece porque (le) tomé a su hijo.

Spanish

my mother-in-law me       hates           because             took     her    son

My mother-in-law hates me because I took her son.

Version D



Activity 2: Here is a sentence in a Jewish language. It means the same things as the sentences in 

the corresponding non-Jewish language from Activity 1.

Use the same colors you used for the non-Jewish language, if you see any of the same words. For 

example, if you circled “Mi” in red in the Spanish sentence, you should also circle it in red in the 

Western Judeo-Spanish sentence. When you get to a word that is different, put a box around it in a 

new color.

Name: Date:

my mother-in-law me   hates           because      took    her    son

Western Judeo-Spanish (a.k.a. Judezmo or Ladino):

Mi sfuegra        me aborrese por ke le tomi a su izho.

My mother-in-law hates me because I took her son.

Version D



Activity 1: Here is a sentence in a non-Jewish language. Circle or highlight each word in the non-
Jewish language in a different color. Circle or highlight the corresponding words in the translation 
with the same color.

Name: Date:

االسئلةهذه
Arabic (read from right to left)

these  questions

Version E

hadhihi l-'as'ila (left to right)

l-'as'ila hadhihi



Activity 2: Here is a sentence in a Jewish language. It means the same things as the sentences in 

the corresponding non-Jewish language from Activity 1.

Use the same colors you used for the non-Jewish language, if you see any of the same words. For 

example, if you circled “hadhihi” in red in the Arabic sentence, you should also circle it in red in the 

Judeo Arabic sentence. When you get to a word that is different, put a box around it in a new color.

Name: Date:

Version E

אלשאלותה֗דה

Judeo Arabic (read from right to left)

these questions

hadhihi sh-she'elot (left to right)

sh-she'elot hadhihi



Appendix 3A
Lesson 3 - Examples of images of Yiddish writing to 

display 



Yiddish poster announcing a protest and 

meeting in Mexico, 1944

https://cdijum.mx/blog/


From Encyclopedia Britannica: “Poster for a 

production of Sholem Aleichem's Dus groise 

gevins (The 200,000), 1938.”

https://www.britannica.com/art/Yiddish-literature/Modern-Yiddish-literature


Appendix 3B
Lesson 3 - Cards for map activity



chanike

(Chanukah)

from Hebrew

chutzpe

(chutzpah - nerve)

from Hebrew

yarmulke

(kippah)

from Polish

davka

(specifically)

from Aramaic

ushpizin

(sukkah guests)

from Aramaic

farblondzhet

(lost)

from Polish

cholent

(warm Shabbat stew)

from French

leyen

(read)

from French

zeyde

(grandfather)

from Czech



bentsh

(bless)

from Italian

Yenta/Yentl

(name: from Gentile, 

meaning gentle)

from Italian

pupik

(bellybutton)

from Czech

likht

(light, candles)

from German

der/di

(the)

from German



Appendix 3C
Lesson 3 - Map for display





Appendix 3D
Lesson 3 - Map for activity



IraqIsrael

France

Italy

Germany
Czech 

Republic

Poland



Appendix 4
Lesson 5 - Dictionary worksheets



Name: Date:

Activity 1: Go to https://jel.jewish-languages.org/random. How many of these words have you seen or heard 

before? Write them down here.

Word: ______________________ Where you’ve heard it: __________________________________

Word: ______________________ Where you’ve heard it: __________________________________

Word: ______________________ Where you’ve heard it: __________________________________

Word: ______________________ Where you’ve heard it: __________________________________

Word: ______________________ Where you’ve heard it: __________________________________

Word: ______________________ Where you’ve heard it: __________________________________

Word: ______________________ Where you’ve heard it: __________________________________

https://jel.jewish-languages.org/random


Name: Date:

Activity 3: Go to https://jel.jewish-languages.org/random. Pick one word you have not seen or heard before. 

Before you click to see more information about it, make some predictions, and write them down here. Then, 

click on the word and write down the actual information. Were your predictions correct?

Predicted definition: ______________________________________________________________

The word I chose: _________________

Predicted language of origin: ___________________________

Predicted “who uses this”: _________________________________________________________

Predicted region: ___________________________

Actual definition: ______________________________________________________________

Actual language of origin: ___________________________

Actual “who uses this”: _________________________________________________________

Actual region: ___________________________

https://jel.jewish-languages.org/random

